Base delivery includes up to 3 trees and 10 shrubs. It includes loading, transporting,
unloading, and setting your trees/shrubs curbside. After 3 trees add $10 per tree, & after 10
shrubs add $3 per shrub to your base curbside delivery fee. Delivery prices are based on the
distance (miles) from the nursery to your address using Google Maps. Posted prices are for
within El Paso County only. If you want your tree set in the hole add the per tree prices (see
chart below) to the delivery charge for your area. Delivery is not available for trees tagged
“Special Access Required”. Prices will be negotiated for difficult site conditions with the planting
company. Delivery is paid at the time of service to the company doing the work.
Delivery DOES NOT INCLUDE digging the hole, filling in the hole, staking, strapping,
amending the soil, or utility locates.
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Planting Charges are per tree based on size and whether a mini-skid or ball cart is used to
get the tree to the planting site. The minimum Planting Charge within El Paso County will not
be less than $225. Planting includes delivery, calling utility locates (required by law), digging the
hole, amending the soil, staking and strapping your tree, and clean up. Charges for difficult sites
will be negotiated with the planting crew. Please notify the nursery or the planting crew doing
your job of any obstacles such as steps, retaining walls, gates, window wells, AC units, etc. that
might limit access. Have your planting locations marked and labeled with white flags prior to
your planting date. Flags are available at the nursery at no charge. Planting is paid at the time of
service to the company doing the work.
Planting DOES NOT INCLUDE tree/stump/root removal, unless the tree being replaced is a
replacement covered under our guarantee. It does not include repairs to private lines such as
irrigation, septic systems, wells, private electric/gas lines, etc. Charges for these repairs/removals
will be negotiated with the planting companies.
Trees tagged **Special Access Required”** require the use of a full size skid steer. In addition
to the per tree cost, add $500 per day for the use of a full size skid steer. Pictures of your site
must be approved by the nursery prior to your planting date to ensure there is access.
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Mini Skids
require
minimum of
40” access,
48” for trees
10’ or taller.
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Special Access
trees require
an 8’ opening
for the larger
equipment.

Example of a site where a Ball Cart had to
be used. Difficult site charges were added
because the trees had to be lifted over
walls by hand.

CALL 811 BEFORE YOU DIG!
IT’S THE LAW

THE MINIMUM PLANTING
CHARGE WILL NOT BE LESS
THAN $225.
The Planting Companies are Independent Contractors, and
not part of Heidrich’s Colorado Tree Farm Nursery LLC.
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